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CLOUD Overview
 CLOUD: Curated Library about Opioid Use for Decision-makers
 Purpose: To create and maintain a centralized online repository of
actionable information for those on the forefront of addressing the
opioid crisis
•
•
•
•

User-friendly
Openly Accessible
Carefully Curated
Evidence-based

 Target audiences:
•
•
•

Policymakers & Community Leaders
Payers & Providers
Patients & Caregivers
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CLOUD Overview
 Grant funding provided by the Consumer and Prescriber
Education Grant Program (CPGP) established through a 50-state
attorney general consumer protection settlement.
 Strategic partners include National Governors Association and
Milbank Memorial Fund
 Administered by The Center for Evidence-based Policy at
Oregon Health & Science University
 28 month project timeline through December 2020 with
potential for future funding

 700+ resources and counting!
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CLOUD Distinctive Features
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Evidence-Ranking System
Ranking

Description

Proven

The intervention or program has demonstrated effectiveness through
two or more rigorous, well-conducted studies or program evaluations
where the preponderance of evidence indicates significant positive
change in a clearly identified outcome or process measure AND the
intervention or program has been implemented and evaluated in realworld settings with documented and sustained benefits to individuals or
communities.

Promising

The intervention or program has demonstrated effectiveness either
through one well-conducted study OR evaluation in a real-world setting
with objective documentation of benefit to individuals or communities.
These interventions might need further study to demonstrate
application to multiple settings or more experience to document the
elements needed for implementation fidelity.

Potential

The intervention or program exhibits either some evidence of positive
outcomes with limitations in the evaluation/ evidence design OR has
been implemented in real world settings without objective
documentation of benefit. The theoretical model behind such
interventions or programs should be sound and lead one to expect a
benefit from the intervention.

Problematic

The intervention or program does not provide evidence of significant
benefit, or demonstrates potentially harmful effects. This category also
includes practices that have been implemented in real world settings
and documented as ineffective or harmful.
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Advisory Committee Membership



National Association of Attorneys General
Center for Health & Justice at Treatment
Alternatives for Safe Communities
Overdose Lifeline, Inc.
National District Attorneys Association
National Association of Counties
Coda Inc.
Dept of Justice - State of Oregon (Opioid
library Grant Manager)
National Indian Health Service
National Association of Alcohol & Drug
Abuse Directors



















Officials
National Conference of State Legislatures
New Hampshire Department of Health &
Human Services
America's Health Insurance Plans (AHIP)
Police Executive Research Forum
Hazelden Betty Ford
Consumer Reports Best Buy Drugs

Crime & Justice Institute
Association of State & Territorial Health
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Material Submission


Call for submissions and ideas for inclusion consideration:
• Policy road maps
• Studies of initiatives and innovative community strategies
• Educational materials prepared by organizations and state partners
• Links to online resources and initiatives
• Other publicly available materials



To submit resources, visit opioidlibrary.org/submissions



Helpful information to include in submissions:

•
•
•

Citation/Source Information
Location of source (file upload or web address)
Funding source

Join us in growing the library by submitting materials or having us present the
website to your organization!
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Contact Information
For questions, partnership information, presentation
invitations, or media inquiries, please contact us at
opioidlibrary@ohsu.edu

Project Administration
Allison Leof - Primary Investigator: leof@ohsu.edu
Mandi Mizuta - Project Coordinator: mizuta@ohsu.edu
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Administered by the Center for Evidence-based Policy at Oregon Health & Science University
http://centerforevidencebasedpolicy.org
Opioidlibrary.org
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